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Value jumps up in 2020

Sector focus

Buyout activity soars  
in 2020
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saw the highest deal 
value in over a decade
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Foreword

As the first country in Europe to face an outbreak of 

coronavirus, Italy met the challenges posed by the health 

crisis before much of the rest of the world, who looked 

to it for invaluable lessons on how to contain and treat 

COVID-19. Now, following multiple lockdowns, Italy’s M&A 

market has shown remarkable recovery, with H1 2021 deal 

value the highest since H1 2007.

In the second quarter of the year, Italy’s GDP grew by 

2.7% on the previous quarter, according to preliminary 

estimates released by government agency ISTAT. This 

compares favourably against the EU area as a whole, 

which is estimated to have seen more sluggish growth of 

1.9% over the same period by the EC. 

According to its Summer 2021 Economic Forecast, the 

EC is projecting that Italy will see GDP expand by 5% 

across 2021 – a more robust rate of growth than the 4.8% 

expected for the EU area overall. 

It is no secret that the country has had its fair share of 

economic challenges, with high public debt and sluggish 

growth going into the pandemic. But it is now capitalising 

on this defining moment to push through much needed 

and much delayed structural reform. This should set the 

country up for the future and be conducive to higher 

rates of M&A over the long term. 

In April, the government agreed a €260bn recovery 

package that draws heavily on the European Union’s 

coronavirus fund. Indeed, the €209bn allocated from 

the EU makes Italy the largest recipient of support of any 

member state. In addition to gaining an economic boost 

from this financial aid, the government has committed to 

an ambitious package of reforms to improve competition, 

cut bureaucracy and hasten the judicial system. 

These plans will take time to bear fruit and the economy 

has not yet returned to positive growth. Even so, the 

M&A market has demonstrated exceptional resilience. Q1 

represented the best start to a year in Italian dealmaking 

for four years. It seems that investors are deploying capital 

now in anticipation of the recovery, rather than waiting. 

Just as the government is seizing upon this opportunity 

for structural macroeconomic and fiscal change, so too are 

companies fundamentally repositioning themselves. It is 

said that necessity is the mother of invention, or perhaps 

that should be the mother of innovation. Italian consumers 

have been forced to switch their consumption habits, 

relying on e-commerce through the pandemic to meet 

their everyday needs. After being slow to adapt, Italian 

businesses are retooling to become true omni-channel 

operators and, therefore, digitally transformative M&A is 

likely to play an important role over the short to medium 

term, a boon for the TMT sector and tech specifically. 

This also represents a huge opportunity for private equity 

(PE). SMEs are the beating heart of Italy’s economy. The 

OECD estimates that these smaller companies generate 

66.9% of the overall value added in the national non-

financial economy, exceeding the EU average of 56.4%. 

In order for these companies to compete on both the 

national and international stage, they will need to equip 

themselves with top-grade digital capabilities. This is 

where financial sponsors can help family-owned Italian 

SMEs with previously analogue business models to level 

up and take market share. Those first-movers who have 

identified this opportunity and are already taking action 

stand to reap the greatest rewards. 
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The Italian M&A market  
in focus

The Italian M&A market roared back 

to life in the second half of 2020, 

lifted by a backlog of demand and 

postponed deals. Q4 in particular 

was the largest quarter by volume 

on Mergermarket record, with a 

total of 209 deals recorded. Across 

the year, 553 deals worth €45.7bn 

were recorded in total in 2020 – a 

24% year-on-year rise in terms of 

value, even as the number of deals 

dropped by 14%. 

The start of 2021 has shown even 

greater momentum. Total M&A value 

across the first six months of the 

year came to €48.8bn – the highest 

of any half-year period since H1 

ITALIAN M&A BY QUARTER, 2016–H1 2021

Volume Value

2007. Volume came to 334 in H1, a 

49% rise on the same period the 

previous year. 

This rise in deal value was boosted 

by the largest deal of the year, which 

saw a consortium of investors led by 

Cassa Depositi e Prestiti acquire an 

88% stake in Autostrade per l’Italia, a 

toll road operator, from infrastructure 

group Atlantia. The deal values the 

stake at €18bn, including net debt. 

This rebound reflects a broader 

M&A recovery across Europe. The 

EU region plus the UK saw an upturn 

in H1 2021 in terms of volume (up 

61% to 4,513 deals). The recovery 
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in deal value, though, was far more 

robust in Italy than for its neighbours 

– the EU plus UK region saw deal 

value rise by 118% year-on-year to 

€454 billion in H1 2021, while Italian 

M&A value rose by 202% over the 

same period.

MAKING IT PAY 

The largest transaction of the first 

quarter this year illustrates two trends, 

one directly linked to the pandemic 

and the other much closer to home. 

Payments processor Nexi acquired 

rival compatriot SIA for €4.9bn, 

building on a wider consolidation 

play. Nexi has also taken over Nordic 

competitor Nets and is expected to 

acquire the retail payment business 

of UBI Banca, having already bought 

out Intesa Sanpaolo’s transaction 

processing business. 

Payment processing has not been 

immune to the pandemic. Nexi 

reported that processing volumes 

were down 8.6% in the fourth quarter 

due to the imposition of a new round 

of restrictions. But 2021 has shown 

signs of turning a corner. Even with 

this dip in activity for the company, 

it is relatively well insulated from 

the effects of the pandemic due 

to elevated levels of e-commerce 

activity during lockdown. 

Italy has been slower to adopt online 

sales than many of its neighbours in 

previous years but that now makes it 

one of the fastest-growing markets 

in Western Europe. As recently 

as 2017, the market was valued 

at €24bn, according to RetailX, a 

research organisation, while in 2020 

Italian e-commerce is forecast to 

have reached €36.4bn. Irrespective 

of how long the pandemic lasts, 

consumers are likely to stick with 

shopping online, having grown 

comfortable with ordering goods via 

the internet. 
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 TOP 10 DEALS IN H1 2021

Announced 
date

Target company Sector Bidder company Bidder dominant 
country

Deal value  
€(m) 

12/06/2021 Autostrade per l'Italia S.p.A 
(88.06% stake)

Construction Consortium of investors led 
by Cassa depositi e Prestiti 
S.p.A.

Italy 17,975

11/02/2021 SIA S.p.A. TMT Nexi S.p.A. Italy 4,917

03/03/2021 SACE S.p.A. Financial services Ministero dell'Economia e 
delle Finanze

Italy 4,250

20/02/2021 ASTM S.p.A. (47.64% stake) Construction Nuova Argo Finanziaria S.p.A. Italy 3,856

08/03/2021 Cerved Group S.p.A. Business services ION-GIC Consortium Ireland (Republic) 2,449

05/03/2021 Cedacri S.p.A. Business services ION Group Ireland (Republic) 1,500

31/05/2021 Societa Cattolica di 
Assicurazione (76.33% stake)

Financial services Assicurazioni Generali S.p.A. Italy 1,176

24/06/2021 Agrifarma SpA Consumer Cinven Partners LLP; 
Fressnapf Holding SE

United Kingdom 1,000

23/02/2021 Sportswear Company S.p.A. 
(70% stake)

Consumer Moncler S.p.A. Italy 805

01/06/2021 Business Integration Partners 
S.p.A.

Business services CVC Capital Partners Limited United Kingdom 700

Nexi’s acquisition strategy also 

underscores a trend that is more 

specific to Italy. With the acquisition 

of Intesa Sanpaolo’s merchant 

payments business in June last year 

and the anticipated purchase of 

UBI Banca’s same paytech assets, 

Nexi is benefitting from a wave of 

restructuring in the banking space. 

Of a similar size but in the public 

sector, Italy’s export credit agency 

SACE SpA transferred ownership 

from Cassa Depositi e Prestiti (CDP) 

back to the Ministry of Economy and 

Finance in a €4.3bn transaction. The 

change in control came after SACE’s 

portfolio became concentrated 

in a small number of sectors, with 

shipbuilding accounting for more 

than 40% of its exposure. Following 

a legislative decree in August 2020, 

SACE is now mandated to also 

extend loans to Italian companies not 

linked to exports, as the government 

seeks to support the stricken 

economy and stimulate a recovery. 

At €20bn, the ten largest deals 

of Q1 2021 combined are worth 

more than the top ten deals of 

the whole of 2019 (€15.9bn). This 

points to a year of abundance. As 

Italy’s recovery gathers pace, the 

early part of the second half of 

2021 has also delivered a number 

of large deals. These included Enel’s 

sale of broadband network Open 

Fiber to Macquarie for €2 billion in 

August; Enel’s purchase of ERG Hydro 

for €1 billion in the same month; 

and InvestIndustrial Acquisition’s 

€1.3 billion deal for fashion house 

Ermenegildo Zegna in mid-July. 

However, despite the continued 

confidence in the market, the  

past two years have shown that the 

course that the pandemic takes  

will have a huge bearing on 

dealmaking appetite. 

Although the country has opened 

its borders to tourists from certain 

territories, along with the rest of 

the European Union, Italy is keeping 

a close eye on the Delta variant. 

Investors will continue to pay close 

attention to the development of 

this and other emerging strains of 

the coronavirus and what this might 

mean for short-term government 

policy and the economic restart. 

This will inevitably influence their risk 

appetites as the situation continues 

to unfold.

€20 
Billion

Combined value 
of the ten largest 
Italian M&A deals 

of Q1 2021
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Sector watch: 
TMT and financial services 
dominate value

Italy has a rich manufacturing 

pedigree. Traditional industries 

include iron and steel, machinery, 

chemicals, textiles and clothing, car 

production and food processing. 

Manufacturing was hit worse than 

most sectors during the first peak 

of the pandemic. In March 2020, 

industrial output plummeted by 

a historic 28.4% on a month-on-

month seasonally adjusted basis, 

according to Focus Economics, 

with the car and textile industries 

especially affected. 

Mergermarket data shows that, 

despite remaining the dominant 

sector by volume, accounting for 

one in every four deals (28%) in the 

2020-H1 2021 period, industrials 

and chemicals ceded some ground 

compared to the 2018-2019 period, 

which saw the sector dominate 

31% of total volume. Even starker, 

the sector’s share of M&A value 

collapsed from 22% to just 7% 

as investors targeted smaller 

transactions in Italy’s esteemed 

‘industrial triangle’ to the north. 

The biggest gainer was the 

construction industry, due to the 

outsized Autostrade per l’Italia 

transaction. The sector went from 

taking up 5% of deal value in 2018-

2019 to 22% of total value in 2020-

H1 2021.

Financial services was another big 

gainer, nearly tripling its share of 

M&A value, from 10% to 21% over the 

same period. While this was lifted in 

no small part by the aforementioned 

change in ownership of SACE from 

CDP to the Ministero dell’Economia 

e delle Finanze for €4.3bn, there 

is no shortage of financial assets 

in Italy, where the banking sector is 

undergoing a wave of restructuring 

to improve profitability and to hone 

lenders’ strategic focus. 

TMT took a nearly identical share 

of deal value (22%) as financial 

services, but without the gain. This 

was a slightly smaller piece of the 

pie than in the 2018-2019 period, 

which saw the sector take up 25% 

of total value. Volume activity was up 

by four percentage points to 13%. 

This indicates that TMT was already 

a firm sector favourite long before 

the pandemic. However, the recent 

crisis period has led investors to 

double down. Companies now have 

little choice but to digitalise their 

operations and business models to 

reach customers and grow sales, 

prompting investments from both 

strategics and PE firms. 

TECH SET FOR BANNER 2021

Looking at 2021 so far in isolation, 

however, TMT has seen value jump. 

There was a more than threefold 

increase in deal value from the 

€1.9bn recorded in H1 2020 to 

the €6.2bn in H1 2021. This was 

also more than a fourfold increase 

compared with H1 2019, which saw a 

total value of €1.4bn in the sector.

Rather than representing an explosion 

of activity, however, this impressive 

showing is the result of Nexi’s €4.9bn 

acquisition of SIA SpA. The megadeal 

claimed no less than 98% of the 

TMT sector’s M&A value in the first 

quarter. The two companies have 

combined to become what they claim 

is Europe’s largest payments provider, 

with some two million merchants 

and €21bn worth of transactions 

processed annually. 

Although Italy was slower than some 

in digital adoption, that is beginning 

to change. In 2020 it was estimated 

that online banking penetration had 

reached 64% globally and 51% in 

Italy. This puts the country behind 

European forerunners such as the 

Netherlands (73%), the UK (72%), 

Ireland (71%) and Germany (64%). 

This leaves plenty of room for growth 

and extends far beyond digital 

financial services. For instance, in 

the second-largest TMT deal of Q1, 

online supermarket S24 (which now 

trades as Everli), received an €85m 

Series C investment led by family 

€6.2 
Billion

Italian M&A deal 
value in the TMT 

sector in H1 2021 – 
up from €1.9bn in 

H1 2020
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ITALY M&A TRENDS – FINANCIAL SERVICES, 2016–H1 2021

sector is likely to come this year. The 

ratings agency S&P has forecast 

that Italy is on the precipice of being 

the busiest market for bank mergers 

in Europe in 2021. A confluence of 

factors are playing out. For one, Italy 

is overbanked, even after a decade  

of consolidation. According to 

Statista, there were 740 lenders in 

the country a decade ago. While 

this has shrank to 474, the market is 

still considerably fragmented. This 

fragmentation and the pressing  

need to digitalise is adding pressure 

to smaller operators to scale up 

through M&A. 

Last December, Banco BPM and 

BPER Banca announced they were 

reviewing a possible merger, while 

the government is weighing its 

options for offloading the stake it 

acquired in bailing out Monte dei 

Paschi di Siena in 2017. This follows 

last year’s takeover of UBI Banca by 

Intesa Sanpaolo for US$5.3bn to 

create the largest bank in Italy, in 

what was one of the biggest banking 

deals of the past decade in the 

whole of Europe. 

More activity could be on the 

horizon, with press reporting that 

Unicredit, Italy’s second largest bank, 

is in talks to acquire parts of Monte 

dei Paschi di Siena – one of the 

world’s oldest banks. 

This consolidation spree is also 

playing into adjacent sectors. As 

previously mentioned, payments 

provider Nexi has already bought 

Intesa Sanpaolo’s payment 

processing business as part of the 

bank’s operational restructuring and 

is understood to have its sights set 

on UBI Banca’s payment platform. 

The ongoing overhaul of Italy’s 

banking system has the potential to 

make financial services the highest-

value sector for M&A through the 

course of 2021. 

office Verlinvest. Investment groups 

DN Capital, Luxor, C4 Ventures and 

Convivialité Ventures also participated. 

BANKING CONSOLIDATION 

CONTINUES 

It’s rare that the government can 

lay claim to one of the largest 

acquisitions in a market, much less 

two of them. In addition to the 

acquisition of Autostrade per l’Italia 

by a consortium led by state lender 

Cassa Depositi e Prestiti, the third-

largest transaction of the year was 

the Ministero dell’Economia e delle 

Finanze’s €4.3bn purchase of credit 

agency SACE – a deal that thrust 

financial services to the upper ranks 

of the M&A value leaderboard.

The sector saw a slight uptick in value 

from €7.1bn in the first half of last year 

to €7.5bn in H1 2021. Volume stayed 

fairly level, rising from 17 deals to 18 

deals over the same period. 

Although the largest deal was an 

unusual one, more activity in the 

18 
deals

Number of M&A 
deals in the Italian 
financial services 
sector in H1 2021
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La dolce vita for
luxury sector M&A

Few countries do luxury like Italy. 

The country has birthed some of 

the most iconic fashion brands in 

the world and Milan is one of the 

‘big four’ sartorial cities alongside 

Paris, London and New York. 

After a challenging year of mass 

store closures and a reliance on 

e-commerce sales, the fashion 

sector’s fortunes are turning around. 

This augurs well for M&A activity in 

the sector, across Europe and in 

Italy specifically. Towards the end of 

2020, as growth prospects improved, 

French conglomerate LVMH made a 

US$15.3bn offer for Tiffany & Co., the 

famous US jeweller. The deal closed 

in January 2021, marking the largest 

luxury M&A transaction in history. 

Italian brands have been similarly 

active. Moncler, best known for 

its puffy down jackets, closed its 

purchase of the remaining 30% 

stake in Ravarino-headquartered 

Stone Island for an enterprise value 

of €1.2bn in February 2021. Italian 

fashion conglomerate OTB, the parent 

company of Maison Margiela and 

Diesel, added to its stable with the 

purchase of German luxury brand 

Jil Sander a month later in March. 

Already the third quarter has seen 

fashion brand Ermenegildo Zegna 

sold to US-listed special purpose 

acquisition company Investindustrial 

Acquisition Corp. for €1.3bn. 

According to a Bain report, sales of 

personal luxury goods are expected 

to grow by between 10% and 

19% in 2021. This will be driven by 

digital sales growth as well-heeled 

shoppers are now accustomed to 

buying expensive goods online, as 

well as huge demand from Chinese 

consumers, who account for around 

a fifth of all luxury spending. 

Despite the closure of high-end 

stores preventing customers from 

trying before they buy, fashion 

conglomerates are reporting 

impressive online growth. Capri 

Holdings, owner of Versace and 

Jimmy Choo, reported that its online 

sales were up by 65% in Q3 2020 

and positive sales growth in Asia was 

being led by China. It is expected 

that online will be the leading 

sales channel for the luxury market 

by 2025, at which time Chinese 

consumers’ share of spending in the 

sector will have doubled to 45%. 

Private equity is also capitalising on 

this massive growth opportunity. In 

March 2021, the Made in Italy Fund, 

a PE firm, bought fashion group 

Dondup from L Catterton, the PE 

division of Louis Vuitton holding 

company LVMH. Made in Italy had 

previously acquired streetwear 

brand GCDS in November 2020 

and plans to roll these up with prior 

investments, including linen clothing 

line 120% Lino and jewellery and 

accessories maker Rosantica, with 

further additions to follow.
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Following a year of disruption and 

adjustment, the private equity 

industry is in full upswing. Deal value 

ballooned in the first half, with value 

already overtaking the whole of 2020. 

PE value totalled €28.4bn in the first 

six months of the year, well above the 

€18.8bn in aggregate value across 

the whole of 2020. Volume doubled 

from 48 deals in H1 2020 to 99 

over the same period in 2021. This 

capitalises on a strong 2020, which 

saw a 58% year-on-year rise from a 

total of €11.9bn in 2019, despite the 

number of deals dropping from 168 in 

2019 to 147 in 2020.

With low interest rates and risk-savvy 

fund managers who recognise that 

Prestiti, a state-backed investment 

group. The consortium also included 

participation from private equity 

and infrastructure funds KKR, 

Blackstone, Macquarie and F2i. The 

€18bn deal includes €9bn in debt 

and demonstrates international 

PE interest in Italy, as well as the 

continued popularity of club deals at 

the top end of the market. 

SERVICES FIRM DOMINATES TOP 

END OF MARKET 

Business services has been the 

stand-out sector in terms of major 

deals. Firms such as Cerved, Business 

Integration Partners and SUPERNAP 

have all been bought out in the  

past year. 

Another buyout in this space saw 

Apax Partners buy IT services 

firm Lutech for €550m in a deal 

that also has a strong pandemic 

theme. Lutech offers a number of 

services under one roof, including 

helping clients to define their digital 

strategies and supporting their 

digital customer engagement. 

Lutech should see strong demand 

for its offering as Italian companies 

seek to thrive in the post-COVID 

world, especially considering that 

many businesses in the country 

are behind the progress made 

in other, more digitally minded 

parts of Europe. Apax intends to 

accelerate Lutech’s M&A strategy 

which indicates that there could 

be bolt-on transactions to follow in 

Back to work:  
Private equity activity in focus

now is the time to capitalise on the 

economic restart, the rest of the 

year could continue to see just as 

buoyant activity in the PE market. 

Research by Deloitte shows that fund 

managers have a positive outlook on 

the market in 2021. There is renewed 

interest in buyouts and exits, with an 

anticipation of picking up investments 

that had been abandoned due to 

the pandemic, while more than half 

of GPs are already planning portfolio 

company sales.

The highest value Italian private 

equity deal of the first six months 

was the acquisition of an 88% 

stake in Autostrade per l’Italia by a 

consortium led by Cassa Depositi e 
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2021. This would further boost the 

computer services sector, which 

also claimed Italy’s third-largest 

PE buyout of the first quarter: IPI 

Partners’ €300m purchase of 

SUPERNAP Italia, a data centre 

services business. 

TECHNOLOGY FOR THE WIN

The largest sector in terms of PE  

deal value was construction, which 

took up 37% of total value across 

2020-H1 2021. This was largely 

due to one outsized deal, however, 

the jumbo Autostrade per l’Italia 

transaction.  

The second-largest sector by value 

was TMT – a major winner in the 

recent period. The dependence 

on digital tools to maintain 

communication, collaborative 

working in the cloud and security 

services and products to keep 

critical data safe from cyber 

criminals has ensured high levels 

of demand for service providers. 

Moreover, e-commerce platforms 

are growing in popularity in 

Italy. The shift in working and 

consumer habits has played into 

the technology theme and, even 

with the gradual return to ‘normal’ 

daily activities, the many benefits of 

these tools have been made clear.  

These trends helped push TMT’s share 

of total PE deal value up from 9% in 

2018-2019 to 22% in 2020-H1 2021. 

TOP PRIVATE EQUITY BUYOUTS IN H1 2021

Announced 
date

Target company Sector Bidder company Bidder dominant 
country

Deal 
value  
€(m) 

12/06/2021 Autostrade per l'Italia S.p.A 
(88.06% stake)

Construction Consortium of investors led by 
Cassa depositi e Prestiti S.p.A.

Italy 17,975

08/03/2021 Cerved Group S.p.A. Business services ION-GIC Consortium Ireland (Republic) 2,449

24/06/2021 Agrifarma SpA Consumer Cinven Partners LLP; Fressnapf 
Holding SE

United Kingdom 1,000

01/06/2021 Business Integration Partners 
S.p.A.

Business services CVC Capital Partners Limited United Kingdom 700

23/06/2021 Conceria Pasubio S.p.A. Industrials & 
chemicals

PAI Partners SAS France 600

16/03/2021 Lutech S.p.A. Business services Apax Partners LLP United Kingdom 550

30/05/2021 Retelit SpA (71.25% stake) TMT Asterion Industrial Partners SGEIC, 
S.A.

Spain 481

26/02/2021 SUPERNAP Italia S.p.A.  
(78.74% stake)

Business services IPI Partners, LLC USA 300

16/04/2021 SICIT Group S.p.A (59.63% stake) Industrials & 
chemicals

NB Renaissance - Intesa 
Consortium

Italy 229

23/04/2021 2i Rete Gas SpA (8.1% stake) Energy, mining & 
utilities

Ardian; APG Group N.V. France 150
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22%
Percentage share 
of total PE deal 

value for the TMT 
sector in  

2020-H1 2021

The second half of the year also 

started strongly for the sector as 

Partners Group acquired EOLO, a 

major broadband provider for €900 

million, in July.

While TMT and construction have 

risen to take up a larger proportion 

of PE dealmaking, value in the 

industrials and chemicals sector 

went in the other direction. Whereas 

between 2018-19, industrials and 

chemicals deals made up 25% of 

total PE value in Italy, between the 

start of 2020 and the end of Q2 

2021, the sector took up only 9% 

of PE value. In terms of the number 

of deals, however, industrials and 

chemicals was the top sector for PE, 

taking up 30% of deal volume. This 

deal count was topped up in early 

July when the Apollo Management 

Group took a 67% stake in Italian 

paper firm Reno de Medici for  

€365 million. 

Similarly, the consumer sector, which 

recorded nearly the same proportion 

of deal volume as industrials and 

chemicals (27%), saw market share of 

deal value slipping from 14% to 8%. 
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Conclusion

It is not easy to determine the 

M&A outlook when the pace of the 

economic restart remains somewhat 

uncertain – a reality not just for 

Italy but much of Western Europe. 

However, overall, 2021 is expected to 

deliver growth as countries the world 

over stage a recovery. Government 

statistics agency ISTAT is projecting 

that GDP will grow 4.7% over 2021 – 

a more sanguine projection than the 

4.6% it had projected for the year 

back in the summer of 2020. 

One of the strongest indicators of the 

M&A market’s health is the number of 

companies that are being prepped 

for auction. Mergermarket data show 

there is a total of 342 Italian ‘company 

for sale’ stories published in the six 

months leading up to 31 August 2021, 

which points to an active period over 

the coming months. 

Italy’s strengths lie in the consumer 

and industrials sectors, and not only 

in the flashy fashion and automotive 

industries. The nation excels in 

less visible industries such as 

engineering and machinery. Broadly 

defined, the bulk of forthcoming deal 

activity is likely to centre on these 

sectors. Of the 342 rumoured sales 

tracked by Mergermarket, more than 

half fall into these two categories 

(116 for consumer, 88 for industrials 

and chemicals). 

Italian companies are renowned 

for the quality of their products. 

Over the past decade the 

nation has overtaken France to 

become Europe’s second-largest 

manufacturer after Germany and 

Italian companies have not only 

successfully integrated their supply 

chains into China, the world fastest-

growing major economy, but also 

into the Mediterranean region, where 

most of its exports arrive. 

In addition to pent-up consumer 

demand lifting Italy out of recession, 

the recovery of its trading partners 

will be a welcome shot in the arm 

for its export markets. China was the 

only major economy to grow in 2020 

owing to its swift recovery from the 

pandemic. During last year, Italian 

exports to the country grew as its 

trade with the rest of the EU lagged.

Italy is China’s closest European ally 

and the only G7 country to have 

joined the latter’s Belt and Road 

Initiative. The two worked together 

closely in stemming the pandemic 

in Italy. In May 2021, Italian Prime 

Minister Mario Draghi and Chinese 

Premier Li Keqiang discussed 

deepening their ties and Draghi 

pledged to strengthen bilateral 

cooperation in trade and investment. 

This is a positive for the machinery, 

pharmaceuticals, car and clothing 

industries that account for the 

majority of goods shipped to Asia’s 

largest economy. 

Ultimately, however, it is the pace of 

Europe’s restart that will determine 

Italy’s economic fortunes given that 

NB: Data above is based on Mergermarket data for ‘company for 

sale’ stories published between 01/03/2021 and 31/08/2021

Germany, France, Switzerland and 

the UK alone account for more than 

one-third of Italian exports. Following 

a slow start, Europe’s vaccine roll-out 

finally began to gather momentum in 

the second quarter of this year. This 

augurs well for the recovery, not only 

of Europe’s and Italy’s economies 

but for investor confidence and their 

respective M&A markets. Provided 

this remains on track, 2021 will be a 

year of plenty.

Consumer 116

Industrials & chemicals 88

Energy, mining & utilities 35

TMT 32

Financial services 20

Business services 19

Pharma, medical & biotech 11

Construction 6

Leisure 6

Transportation 5

Real estate 3

Agriculture 1

116
The number of 

consumer sector 
‘company for sale’ 

stories published in 
the past six months
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